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Vision and Values

Vision and Values
Vision
Leadership, excellence, and innovation in sustainable buildings and operations.

Values
The vision is achieved through the commitment and dedication of individuals and teams who take
great pride in supporting the University community by:
 committing to operational and environmental excellence
 achieving organizational goals
o reducing carbon emissions
o reducing energy and water use
o increasing recycling and eliminating landfill waste
o enhancing indoor environmental quality through green cleaning
o protecting waterways
 stewarding this special place and contributing to a distinctive residential culture through the
care of facilities and the Grounds
 measuring success through surveys, benchmarking, and key performance indicators
 promoting personal and professional growth and development
 engaging with faculty, staff, and students
 respecting the cultural and historical legacy of the University
 volunteering in our community
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Organization

Organization
Operations encompasses the Office for Sustainability, Maintenance, Landscape, Building Services,
Heat Plants, Chiller Plants, Power & Light, Utilities, Automation Services, Environmental Resources,
Systems Engineering, which includes Geospatial Engineering Services, Systems Control, Metering,
and Analytics, and Housing Facilities.
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Office for Sustainability

Office for Sustainability

Front Row: Sakib Ahmed (Communications Coordinator), Andrea Trimble (Sustainability Director),
Nina Morris (Outreach and Engagement Program Manager), Doug Livingston (Sustainability and
Energy Engineer), John Jones (Sustainability and Energy Engineer), Dana Schroeder (Outreach and
Engagement Coordinator)

Back Row: Sonny Beale (Recycling Superintendent), Erick Gomez (Sustainability and Energy
Engineer), Dan Cardwell (Sustainability and Energy Engineer), Jesse Warren (Sustainable Buildings
and Operations Program Manager), Ed Brooks (Engineering Tech), Paul Stevens (Sustainability and
Energy Engineer)
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Office for Sustainability
Sustainability at UVA: Pan-University Leadership and Support
The UVA Office for Sustainability (OFS) continues to lead and support over twenty pan-university
sustainability-focused subcommittees and working groups, manage sustainable building and
outreach programs, organize events and campaigns, analyze data to evaluate progress, share UVA’s
sustainability progress via various communication tools, and oversee UVA’s waste management
program.
One of the most significant collaborative accomplishments of the year was the completion of UVA’s
first strategic plan for sustainability – the 2016-2020 Sustainability Plan, which was awarded $3
million for implementation. OFS facilitated the development of the plan via subcommittees, working
groups, and task forces representing over one hundred individuals. The plan outlines ambitious,
quantifiable long-term goals and targeted actions in engagement, stewardship of our resources,
curriculum, and research.
New this year, OFS facilitated the formation of the Sustainable Food Strategy Task Force, which
brings together UVA Dining (Aramark), Darden Dining, Health System Dining (Morrison’s), members
of the UVA Food Collaborative, and others, to collaborate on strategic UVA-wide sustainable food
initiatives.
One of the Sustainability Plan goals is to use Grounds as a learning tool for Sustainability. Towards
this goal, OFS and FM staff supported the Global Sustainability course by mentoring students on 60
on-Grounds sustainability projects during the 2015-2016 academic year.
For more detail on UVA’s sustainability progress, see the 2015-2016 UVA Sustainability Annual
Report and CY2015 Greenhouse Gas report: https://sustainability.virginia.edu/news/reports.html
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Office for Sustainability
Sustainability in Facilities Management: Leadership and Support
In July 2016, Facilities Management was awarded the APPA Sustainability Award. “The Sustainability
Award criteria measures the current level and effort of a facilities management department to
integrate sustainable policies and ‘green’ practices throughout all facets of the organization,
ultimately embedding them within the educational institution,” said Paul Wuebold, APPA’s Vice
President, Professional Affairs, and the chair of the Awards and Recognition Committee. “Facilities
Management’s sustainability programs at UVA have developed exponentially over the past four
years. Sustainability goals of the programs within the FM department include a commitment to
operational and environmental excellence...and contributing to a distinctive residential culture
through the care of facilities and the Grounds. FM provides leadership across Grounds both in
sustainable operational practices, but also in leading and driving sustainability-related dialogue and
action across the University, particularly through extensive involvement with the University
Committee on Sustainability and its associated sub-committees and working groups.”
The 12-member FM Sustainability Council was active implementing several new initiatives. The
Council developed a sustainability training presentation, which is now being delivered by FM HR to all
new employees, provided composting bins in kitchenettes, supported the implementation of new, colocated trash and recycling bins (integrated waste management), and supported the certification of
10 Green Workplaces across FM - representing over 1200 employees.
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Office for Sustainability
Office for Sustainability Highlights
Sustainable Buildings and Operations
In CY15, energy-related activities yielded more than $4.6 million in avoided costs and almost 14,000
metric tons of avoided greenhouse gas emissions. The Delta Force program continues to show
considerable financial savings and emissions reductions. The program hired three new Sustainability
and Energy Engineers to expand capacity.
Facilities Management, with the help of student workers, continues to identify and upgrade
inefficient lighting fixtures throughout the University. This year four facilities, including the John Paul
Jones Arena, were selected for full building re-lamping. In addition, 207 exterior pole lights, bollards
& other exterior lights were converted to LEDs, for an estimated savings of over $145,000.
UVA’s first building-mounted solar PV array, a15 kW system, was installed on Skipwith Hall. Three
additional solar PV systems, totaling over 600 kW, are planned for installation in the coming year, on
Clemmons Library, Ruffner, and the Bookstore.
A Waste and Recycling Survey was distributed to a random sample of UVA’s students, faculty, and
staff to gather information to improve UVA’s waste diversion practices. Over 1,000 responses were
received. Results from the survey will be important as UVA moves towards co-locating all interior
recycling and trash bins, implementing consistent signage, and expanding composting options.
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Office for Sustainability
Outreach, Engagement, and Communication
Over 80 sustainability events with over 2000 attendees were
held throughout the year – including SustainaMondays, World
Water Day, UVA Saves Hour, Earth Week, career fairs, UVA
Sustainability Day, and Game Day Challenge. UVA won first
place in the national Game Day Challenge basketball
competition in the per capita recycling category.
Outreach programs also continue to expand. The Green Labs
program is being piloted in three labs, and a new Green Labs
Specialist will come on board on December to further catalyze
the program, along with a Green Labs Working Group. This
year has seen the largest uptick in certified workplaces, with 6
Gold and 4 Silver certifications achieved. In total, 14 offices, representing 1,722 employees, are
currently participating. Though Chuck it for Charity, 21,334 lbs donated goods were captured during
move-out. Over 9,000 additional students now have access to the newly-launched Off-Grounds
Sustainability Advocates program, in partnership with local property managers.
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Office for Sustainability
National and Regional Committees and Conference Presentations
OFS staff continue to be active in national and regional committees and presenting UVA’s work at
national conferences. Committee appointments include the Department of Education Higher
Education Steering Committee, Association for Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education
(AASHE) STARS Steering Committee, AASHE STARS Technical Advisors, Albemarle County Long
Range Solid Waste Solutions Advisory Committee, the TJPDC Solid Waste Planning Task Force,
the new national Campus Sustainability Metrics Consortium, and the Virginia Sustainable Food
Coalition. The Virginia Sustainable Food Coalition formed this year, which is comprised of
members from UVA, Virginia Tech, George Mason, and James Madison University. The mission
is to harness the intellectual, human and economic capital of colleges and universities to foster
the emerging local food economy in Virginia. The Coalition held a two day Sustainable Food
Systems Symposium, funded by 4VA, at Morven Farm. Panel discussions and workshops
evaluated how to collaboratively drive change for university food sustainability.

UVA presented sustainability work at
the AASHE, Smart and Sustainable
Campuses, NACUBO (poster),
Greenbuild, Innovations in Pedagogy
conferences, and more.
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Environmental Resources

Environmental Resources
The Big News
The big news of the past year covered two regulatory areas, stormwater and air. For stormwater it
culminated with the submission of the Chesapeake Bay TMDL Action Plan.

Stormwater
Through ER’s detailed cataloging (with the help of FM
GES) and analysis of UVA’s installed stormwater best
management practices (BMPs), we demonstrated to the
EPA and DEQ that UVA is well ahead of the established 5year goal in meeting the total maximum daily load
reductions (TMDL) for three pollutants (sediment,
nitrogen, and phosphorus) impacting Chesapeake Bay
water quality. In fact we exceeded the full 15-year

Biofilter at O’Neal Hall filtering runoff.

program goals for sediment and phosphorous and achieved 85% of the goals for nitrogen. To give
some perspective to what this really means, we have reduced sediment output by UVA properties by
nearly 36 tons. This equates to removing two dump truck loads of dirt from the streams flowing from
UVA every year.
Phosphorous and nitrogen reductions are also on track
for meeting or exceeding our reduction goals thus
these nutrients will never reach our local waters or the
Bay. In our plan, we now have our sights on meeting
that remaining 15% for nitrogen which will require the
installation of further BMPs. While the DEQ approved
our Chesapeake Bay Action Plan, we still have to keep
in mind that TMDLs related to our local streams and
rivers are being implemented for which we will have to
demonstrate the additional reductions for those named
pollutants.
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Environmental Resources
Air
Boiler Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT)
regulatory requirements were kicked into high gear this
past year requiring documentation, inspections, boiler
tuning, energy efficiency analysis, and emission testing for
boilers on Grounds. The requirements vary based on boiler
fuel and size, but no boiler escaped ER’s attention. Boiler
MACT regulations are specifically focused on reducing the
emission of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) from the

Main Heat Plant stack - no smoke

combustion of fuels in boilers. ER orchestrated the process working closely with Heat Plant, FM
Maintenance, and Sustainability staff to accomplish the required steps to meet the initial compliance
requirements while setting into motion a process whereby ongoing compliance will be demonstrated.
As stated above, the MACT requirements are tailored to the fuel burned and boiler size. The “dirtier”
the fuel the more stringent the requirements, therefore as one might expect, burning coal at the
Main Heat Plant garnered the most attention. ER-directed HAP emissions testing was completed this
year and showed that with our current air pollution controls and operational procedures, the
emissions from Main Heat Plant boilers are in compliance with the MACT regulation negating the
need to spend millions of dollars in additional pollution controls. In addition to the emission testing,
the EPA required that for every MACT regulated boiler, an energy efficiency study would be conducted
on the boiler and the facilities served. The goal of these studies was to identify ways in which the
system energy efficiency could be increased thereby reducing the amount of fuel burned which in
turn would lead to lower hazardous air emissions. ER worked closely with the Heat Plant staff and
the Sustainability Office to conduct these energy efficiency studies. The results were analyzed and
improvements are being implemented both at the boiler and building served level.

Project Services by ER
ER completed nine Environmental Impact Reports (EIR) for new UVA projects. EIRs are required by
the State for all large projects, >$500K, involving exterior disturbances. ER conducted 341 individual
erosion and sediment control inspections of UVA projects.
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Environmental Resources
Student Involvement – Sustainability
ER worked closely with the Stormwater Task Force of
the UVa Environmental Stewardship Subcommittee on
several projects. Of particular interest to the students
was the cleanup of the Buckingham Branch railroad
right-of-way beneath Beta Bridge at Rugby Road. This
area is the beginning of a tributary that drains to the
west into Meadow Creek. Trash deposited here will

Beta Bridge cleanup crew with collected trash in
foreground and bridge in background.

eventually make its way to Meadow Creek. This project
was a follow-on project to the paint recycling and waste disposal station added to the bridge a couple
of years ago. Unfortunately, many pedestrians view the railroad grade as a convenient place to
dispose of all sorts of trash including furniture; beverage and food containers; paint containers,
brushes, rollers; and many other items. The Stormwater Task Force organized a cleanup event that
was agreed to by the railroad that closed the track down for over two hours for us to conduct this
cleanup. The large volume of material, steep slopes, and limited access made it a difficult job, but
the day was a success, nonetheless. In total, the volunteers removed an estimated two tons of trash
from the area.
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Environmental Resources
Environmental Resources Annual Report Summary
Chesapeake Bay TMDL Reduction goals were

ECM Economics
Summary

exceeded for first five-year cycle of permit ending in
two years and reductions for the 15 year commitment
were met for phosphorous and sediment and 85% of
goal met for Nitrogen. We still have 12 years to go to
get the remaining nitrogen.

Calculated Energy Savings (Year 1)
$ 7,700 kWh 4,301
MMBtu 776
Calculated Implementation Costs: $ 37,000
Simple Payback: 4.8 years for installation of
power burners at Aurbach

Boiler maximum achievable control technology (MACT) regulatory goals were met for all UVA boilers.
This involved extensive investigations and cooperation between many FM groups looking at boiler
use, design, efficiency, fuel use and over all facility efficiency for a dozen boiler systems.
Recommendations for energy efficiency upgrades were proposed.
ER completed nine Environmental Impact Reviews (EIRs) for new UVA projects. EIRs are required by
the State for all large projects, >$500K, involving exterior disturbances. ER conducted 341 individual
erosion and sediment control inspections of UVA projects. ER Staff were heavily involved in several
sustainability projects/activities. A Beta Bridge/Railroad cleanup was organized where nearly 2 tons
of trash was removed from under Beta Bridge for disposal.
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Landscape

Landscape
The appearance of the landscape and the
grounds plays a strategic role in establishing an
institution’s image. In fact, the campus visit is
the single most important recruiting strategy in
higher education today. Therefore, it is not only
the responsibility of the Landscape Department
to maintain a safe and functional campus
landscape, but to impart a national image of excellence.
The purpose of this management plan is to:
(1) Ensure the most effective use of available resources.
(2) Establish standards of appearance necessary to fulfill our mission.
(3) Establish horticultural maintenance specifications to support one and two above.
(4) Serve as a guide for landscape design by establishing our mission and maintenance
standards.
This is intended to be the operational maintenance plan for the University of Virginia landscape.
Therefore, it will be revised as circumstances indicate in order to be responsive to the needs of
University constituents.
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Automation Services

Automation Services
Automation Services completed the largest self-performed control system installation to-date in FY16
with the completion of the Rotunda project. In-house controls engineers and technicians helped design
and install over 520 physical control points throughout the Rotunda building, including temperature
sensors, humidity sensors, pressure sensors, and environmental monitoring sensors; all of which help
to operate the Rotunda comfortably and efficiently. Working on this historic project was a career
defining experience for all involved and a significant milestone demonstrating the capabilities of our
in-house controls team. Other notable projects in FY16 included installation of controls for the new
Newcomb Chiller Plant, 560 Ray C. Hunt Renovation, Skipwith Hall, and the FM Shop Building. In total,
Automation Services self-performed over $1 million in controls work in FY16.

Left: Rona Rose wiring one of the many control panels installed at the Rotunda. Right: Below grade corridor at the Rotunda
where much of the control network conduit was run.

TOTAL PHYSICAL POINTS
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SELF-PERFORMED CONTROLS PROJECT (ORDERED BY DATE OF COMPLETION)

Figure 1: Self-performed controls projects as of September 2017.
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Maintenance

Maintenance
The Academic Maintenance division of FM Operations saw significant changes in
organizational leadership in 2016. Along with welcoming to UVA, Jamie Joyner, Newcomb Zone
Manager, eight other veteran employees took on new leadership roles. Among them, Kenny Bower
began managing West Grounds Zone, Randy Campbell was promoted to McCormick Zone Manager,
Matt Acree became manager of the Fire and Life Safety group, and Tony Santana took on a new role
as Special Projects Manager. Underscoring the significance of these management roles, Gary Wood,
North Grounds Zone manager, was named this year’s recipient of the Leonard W. Sandridge
Outstanding Contributor Award!

Jamie Joyner

Kenny Bower

Randy Campbell

Matt Acree

Tony Santana

Gary Wood

Academic Maintenance teams number 162 trades professionals, including 90 with state
licenses - 20 of those with multiple licenses. The North Grounds Zone also includes a custodial
department with 38 employees providing services on all three shifts. Together, these dedicated
teams performed over $16,000,000 worth of building maintenance tasks in 2016.
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Maintenance
A key goal for Maintenance in 2016 has been to incorporate Lean Management principles
into its operations. The concept of continuous improvement applies not just keeping our building
systems in good running order, but also to how we assess building needs and our own work
processes. Maintenance employees at all levels have been engaged in formal Lean training and
cross-departmental focus teams, using advanced analytical tools such as Tableau® to visualize
complex data.
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Housing Facilities

Housing Facilities
The past 12 months brought a considerable amount of change in FM’s Housing Facilities
organization. Following the addition of Associate Director Rollie Zumbrunn in August of 2015, the
group assessed its structure and performance, resulting in multiple changes aimed at increasing
service and efficiency. Changes included integrating the Housing Custodial operation into the
Housing Facilities group, adjusting maintenance areas and making maintenance supervisors direct
reports to the head of Housing Facilities, and seeking to build additional skilled trade expertise,
including HVAC capabilities, into the organization. The goal of these organizational adjustments is to
create a flatter organization that allows for higher levels of communication and teamwork.
In addition to these internal changes, efforts have also been underway to increase FM’s service to
Housing & Residential Life by better defining the partnership between the two departments. Through
discussions with HRL it became apparent that a number of processes needed to be improved and a
clearer service agreement would be beneficial, allowing each group to increase its understanding of
roles and work together more effectively. Discussions are ongoing, but consistent progress has been
made, and communication and organizational understanding has increased substantially.
The year has also been eventful from a workload and project perspective. On top of a full set of
buildings throughout the academic year, we worked through a busy snow season that included
multiple “all-hands” storms, and the team supported a hectic summer turnover process and
conference operation. Major projects have also been updating a number of Housing properties:
•

Completion of bathroom renovations in Brown College;

•

Apartment renovations in the Hench & Younger buildings at Faulkner;

•

Phase II and III of the updates to Gooch Dillard;

•

Utility and remodel work at the International Residential College; and

•

Groundwork for a major capital overhaul of the McCormick Road complex.

All told, 2016 has been a productive and exciting year, and one in which major
accomplishments have been attained, while additional opportunities for improvement have
presented themselves.
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Custodial Services

Custodial Services
 Financial: Participated in RFP Committee to select University-wide cleaning product vendor
and award multi-year contract.
 Customers: Updated Custodial Services branding, tools and avenues to provide improved
customer value.
 Quality Control: What gets measured gets managed: new tools and metric dashboards
facilitate more timely & effective decisions.
 Industry Leader: Strive for excellence and share our good works with peer institutions such
as UNC & JMU; when possible, step outside of traditional role to support FM in departmentwide endeavors.
 Sustainability: Taking steps to become one of the most sustainably-oriented custodial teams
among peer Higher Ed institutions.
 Partnerships: Maintenance/Landscaping/Custodial break out of silos to improve customer
experiences.
 Learning & Development: New tools help customize the learning experience and make
access easier for all.
 Positivity Campaign: Each of us holds the key to help unlock employee engagement and
improve job/work experiences.
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Custodial Services
A Key Participant in University-wide RFP Contract Award
•

Committee participation for nine months

•

Three-year contract awarded to existing vendor

•

Benefits
•

Accessible to all University customers

•

Deeper volume-based discounts

•

First time rebates and incentives

•

Formalized and increased “Added value” services from vendor

•

Can now increase Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) sites
•

Tighter inventory control

•

Prevents ‘scrambling’ for products not ordered

•

Oversight via monthly usage reporting

•

Supervisors freed up to perform value-added services

Customer Solutions
Refreshed Branding: “We provide customer solutions to benefit the UVA Community and the

•

environment.”
Improved/standardized Event Planning Tool

•

•
•

•

New quarterly customer assessment tool
•

P.U.L.S.E five-question, on-the-spot survey

•

Extracts satisfiers and solution opportunities

Custodial Project Management Toolkit
•

•

Facilitate project design, coordination & management

Contractor Guidelines
•

•

Provides consistent prompts to support staff and customer event success

Defined expectations when 3rd parties are in customer spaces

GEMBA-style structure for Workplace “Walks”
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•

Focus on the “process”

•

ID waste. Could we be leaner?

•

Is right work getting done?

•

Ask team to ‘Show ‘n Tell’

Custodial Services

Quality
•

•

•

Inspection data now refreshed every 24-hours
•

Managers have ‘personal’ audit dashboards

•

On-demand and flash reports

•

Virtual real-time ‘stories’ drive faster action

“Smart Tips” mini-manuals
•

By space type

•

How to ensure APPA level 2---every time

•

APPA level photos provide inspector’s view

New “Quality Program Tools” tab on Inspection Site
• Offers on-demand tools and ideas
• Increases opportunities to clean to an APPA level 2

•

“Grow Our Own” Supervisors
• Front-line Acting Supervisor Program
• Shadows supervisor full time
• On-the-job training and experience
• Right for them and right for us?

Leadership Role
•

SRAPPA appointed Associate Director to Emerging Professionals Committee

•

QA Manager facilitated round table on quality metrics at VAPPA spring conference

•

Supported University of North Carolina in quest for GS-42

•

Partnered with James Madison University on inspection tool calibration
•

Invited to UVA

•

Showcased our quality program
•

Demonstrated electronic inspection tool

•

Reviewed audit dashboard and use of metrics

•

Confirmed joint calibration of scoring
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Custodial Services

•

Delivered well-received program: “Where we’ve been…where
we’re going”

•

•

Directors’ Meeting

•

Operations’ Staff Meeting

•

Energies & Utilities Staff Meeting

•

Custodial Services Supervisors

Action team lead on Balanced Decision-making—FM-wide initiative
•

Prepared one page tool to help improve decision-making

•

Full toolkit site under construction on FM intranet site

Sustainability
•

GS-42 status re-confirmed
•

Clark Hall 2016 platform building

•

Partnered with Green Seal to publish a UVA promotional green cleaning brochure

•

Implemented glove recycling program in all day zones

•

Progress on new Waste Management System
•

Majority FM-occupant buildings

•

Buildings with majority conversions:

•
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•

Leake

•

Skipwith

•

Lacy

•

Pratt units

•

Maintenance

Began working with GES on tool to track status of occupants who:
•

Converted

•

Declined

•

Are considering

•

Have yet to be accessed

Custodial Services

Partnerships
•

•

With Maintenance
•

118 closets updated to meet GS-42 standards

•

Benefits
•

Boost front-line self-esteem

•

Improve organization and access

•

Continue progress on better time management

With Maintenance and Landscaping
•

Panel discussion in June

•

Facilitated concept of “One FM”

•

How can we better work together for the benefit of customers?

•

Over 50 attendees from all areas of FM

Training
•

Launched new SharePoint Training Site
•

Defines training requirements by job responsibility

•

By employee “training jackets” maintain training profile

•

Includes a robust onboarding tool to help new hires “Hit the Grounds
Running!”

•

•

An electronic library offers ‘On demand’ training

•

Tools/videos/PowerPoints

“PowerPointer” Monthly Training Tools
•

Empowering our team members “one page at a time”

•

One-page tool cascades down monthly

•

•

Manager to Supervisor

•

Supervisor to Front-line

Sample topics:
•

Positivity

•

Teamwork

•

Customer Service

•

Become a Mentor

•

Feedback
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Custodial Services
Specialized Training for All
•

Front-line: Good Starts! Program
•

Professional development for all front-line employees

•

Weekly 90-minute classroom training session

•

Encourages full class participation

•

Concludes with a personalized action plan to become stronger
in self-selected topics:

•

•
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•

Positivity

•

Teamwork

•

Self-confidence

•

Role model

•

Use time well

•

Communication and Relationship-building

Supervisors & Managers: Soft Skill Development
•

Critical Thinking II

•

Clarity in Writing II

•

Retain and Apply (lessons learned)

Managers: Success via Self-awareness
•

DISC

•

Two four hour programs

Custodial Services
Department-wide Campaign: ‘Ignite Positive Wildfires!’
•

Stomp out negativism
•

•

Ignite positive “wildfires”
•

•

“Let’s talk…”

Q-12 Action Plans
•

•

Quick tool to assess engagement levels of team members

Quarterly ‘Visits with Vibha’
•

•

Each of us is responsible for the environment in which we work

“Give me Five!”
•

•

Choose positive over negative every time

Remove obstacles to engagement by zone

Keep the message alive:
•

One page Positivity PowerPointer tool refreshes
all levels

•

Number one topic in Good Starts! Program

•

Positivity poster provides daily visual reminders
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Systems Engineering

Systems Engineering
Geospatial Engineering Services
Geospatial Engineering Services has broken ground on several excavation damage prevention
initiatives. We established a new three part training program to create damage prevention
awareness and improve excavation site safety. The program is aimed at making all employees and
contractors involved in excavation activity knowledgeable of the C.A.R.E message. This includes
distribution of a new damage prevention partner hard hat sticker. We also hosted our first annual
VA811 Day event with demonstrations of equipment, guest presentations and team outreach to
Facilities Management employees involved in the excavation process. These initiatives highlight
the tools and methods our Damage Prevention Technicians and other Geospatial Professionals
use to reduce the potential for damages to utilities or injury to people.

(Brad Pace, Matthew Bartley, Kelly Fraser, Todd Stevens, Drew MacQueen, Lynn Rush)
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Systems Engineering
Information Systems & Metering
Information Systems includes a multitude of technologies, such as Microsoft (MS) .Net, MS
SharePoint, MS SQL Server, MS Reporting Services, Building Automation and Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition Systems (BAS and SCADA), and other enterprise systems, such as for GIS, and
also physical resources, such as server hosts and virtual machine (VM) servers.
General information systems initiatives focus on data development and reporting. Some of the team
efforts this year included:
•

Working with master’s degree program students of the Data Science Institute on forecasting
and modeling of building electric data.

•

Initiating and promoting the use of Tableau and Qlik within FM.

•

Providing data to FM, University, and consulting staff.

•

Supporting Delta Force and Office for Sustainability efforts.

ICONICS
•

Work continued to further development and utilization of the ICONICS platform for data
trending and visualization. The team established Fault Diagnostics for equipment systems,
meters, and BAS devices, including temperature deviation faults and calculated demand
faults for meters, leading to the identification of a number of meter-related issues and their
resolution. The team also continued to enhance real-time reconciliation efforts on a loop and
plant basis and is working closely with Energy & Utilities staff to develop meaningful trends
and metrics.
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Systems Engineering
Metering & Billing
The Metering team is entrusted with growing and maintaining the breadth of University meters for
billing and, to some extent, plant or building operations, and overall focus is in three primary areas:
Data Integrity, Data Reconciliation, and Data Visualization. Over 300 meters this year were newly
installed, upgraded, or connected via automation systems for the first time and there are currently
almost 2,200 active University physical and virtual meters. Overall reconciliation between University
distribution systems and consumers was almost 98.9% for calendar year 2015 on a billed unit basis.
The team also began to use Veoci software this year to manage the monthly process for billing,
including acquiring manually read meter readings, tracking issues and overall progress in the billing
process using work flows and tasks.
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Systems Engineering
Systems Control Center
The Systems Control Center (SCC)
serves a multifunctional purpose
within Facilities Management,
operating around the clock throughout
the year, providing real-time
monitoring of utility and building
systems, while serving as the afterhours emergency call center for utility
interruptions and facility emergencies.
Staffed with highly trained operators,
the Control Center monitors 272,663
virtual and physical building systems
points, of which 1733 are monitoring critical research equipment. On average, SCC staff receives
5,500 incoming phone calls each month, which resulted in 14,128 facilities related calls dispatched
last year ranging from routine maintenance requests to facility emergencies such as fire, floods, or
elevator entrapments. On any given day, the Systems Control Center is challenged by system
vulnerabilities and natural (weather) threats of various size and scope. Last year alone, SCC
coordinated recovery of fifty-two significant utility outages and other facility events affecting the
University and Medical Center.
This year the SCC focused on
process improvement of which the
Veoci web application was an integral
piece. This application allowed for a
centralized environment from which
the Control Center run its daily
operations. The SCC team devoted

Virtual Emergency Operations Center on the Internet (VEOCI)

many hours streamlining processes,
building forms, workflows, and disaster recovery plans within Veoci all of which resulted in
improved information sharing across all departments of Facilities Management.
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